1. Deadline: Forfeiture Reporting

April 20th is the deadline for law enforcement agencies to report final disposition of property seized subject to forfeiture for the month of March. To report final disposition of forfeitures, please go to:

https://www.auditor.state.mn.us/safes/.

2. Pension: Insurance Requirement for Consultants

Minnesota law places conditions on consultants who provide legal or financial advice to volunteer fire relief associations. If a relief association hires or contracts with a consultant, the association must obtain from the consultant a copy of the consultant’s certificate of insurance.

A consultant is defined as any person who is employed under contract to provide legal or financial advice and who is or who represents to the relief association that the person is: an actuary; a certified public accountant; an attorney; an investment advisor or manager, or an investment counselor; an investment advisor or manager selection consultant; a pension benefit design advisor or consultant; or any other financial consultant.

3. Avoiding Pitfalls: Security for Portable Computing and Media Devices

Notebook computers, USB flash drives, and other portable computing and data storage devices are often used outside of a secure office environment. This makes them particularly vulnerable to loss. As a result, extra care needs to be taken to protect these devices and any “not public” data contained on them.
Information stored on computers and other data storage devices should be securely encrypted with a strong password. To protect both the data and the equipment, the following security measures should also be considered:

- Government data should not be stored on non-government equipment such as personal computers, personal USB flash drives, and other personal devices.
- “Not public” data should only be stored on a notebook computer or other portable data storage devices when there is a business need.
- When a government computer or other data storage device is no longer needed, all internal and external storage should be securely erased and/or destroyed.
- Cable locks should be used for all computers except when in transit: when possible, computers should be physically secured in transit.
- Computers and portable data storage devices should never be left in an unattended vehicle for a prolonged period of time. If it is necessary to leave computers or other portable data storage devices in an unattended vehicle, they should be secured and hidden from view.

The State's MN.IT Services has a number of resources available for governmental entities who are drafting security policies for portable computing and media devices. To access this material, go to MN.IT’s website at:
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